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Introduction 

Food is one of most important base of human existence; therefore cooking of food is part 

of daily Orochen herders’ and hunters activities performed in permanent camps (O. 

urikit), short term hunting camps (O. bychenurikit), special stopping sites (O. udelochit) 

as well as log huts in the taiga. Orochen elders often say a short phrase before 

consumpting food at camp: “I do respect eating (R. uvazhaiu pokushat’).” Indeed, hunters 

have special preferences as well as criteria which describe the quality of food. Therefore, 

“respect for eating” usually means the consumption of particular and “proper” food. The 

meat of ungulates is always entirely consumed for subsistence. However, other animal 

parts such as intestines, bones, hoofs and marrow also play important in diet.  In general, 

animal’s parts are used more widely use than just for food and play an important role in 

healing, divination or hunting magic. Hence, a variety of animals’ body parts are usually 

dried and carefully stored. The remains after skinning animals can be fed to dogs. Other 

parts, that are not eaten or are not ritually “dangerous”, can be gathered and put into a 

river or stored on a specially made open platform (R. labaz, O. delken). To sum up, each 

animal part has its own uses and its own proper storage. Nothing from animals’ flesh is 

wasted in the taiga. 

 

                                                 
1 This field research, and the time to write it up, was supported by grants from the Baikal Archaeology 
Project (SSHRCC MCRI 2000-1000), the Wenner Gren Foundation (Dissertation fieldwork grant 7260), 
The School of Social Sciences (University of Aberdeen), and The Committee for Central and Inner Asia 
(University of Cambridge) 
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In my paper, I will present examples of what animals are used for food and medicine by 

Orochens, what parts of these animals are preferred, and how food is processed and stored 

in taiga. In this report, I will also explore the production consumption patterns of 

Orochens living and villages.  However, taiga and village meat diets and preparation as do 

not differ greatly. My research on the diet of hunters and herders is based on long term 

participant observation in the taiga as well as in the villages of Northern Zabaikal’e. I was 

involved personally all aspects of food production. Hence, I helped to hunt, butcher, 

transport, process as well as to dispose of animal parts. Additionally, I participated in 

fishing and picking berries and in the preparation of different plants for food and 

medicine. My food ration was similar to that of the hunters for almost all of my time in 

the region since the people with whom I lived with always shared food with me.  

 

In this report, I hope to demonstrate that a hunters’ diet is also shaped by ritual beliefs 

which relate to a wide spectrum of ideas regarding hunting luck and the mythological 

interpretations of different animals. Additionally, the consumption of food is also 

structured seasonally as well as by hunting strategies. I would suggest that despite the 

appearance of new consumer goods in the Soviet as well as post-Soviet periods in the diet 

of hunters and herders in primarily based on the meat of wild animals. All other imported 

products play a secondary dietary role. I suggest that the taiga diet is one of the most 

conservative spheres of life among the people in Zabaikal’e.  

 

Tea drinking 

Hunters usually joke that the first food for people in the taiga is hot tea. Tea is the first 

thing made while camping at any time of the year. In long term camps, water is always 

kept boiling, so that fresh tea is always available. People say that without tea that it is 
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impossible to live in the taiga. Hence, the hunter Aleksei Aruneev often repeated while 

hunting, that “it is not a big problem when food is running low, but it is impossible to hunt 

without tea and sugar”. All hunters with whom I hunted with always took big bags of 

sugar for hunting trips. Many plants can be added together with tea leaves to the boiling 

water nowadays in taiga. Knowledge of different plants and practical side of constant 

consuming warm liquid throughout cold day could be practiced by Orochen people before 

colonization and before tea was in trade.  Tea is usually consumed with milk in both the 

village and in the taiga. People, are so used to drinking tea with milk, that village hunters 

usually include dry milk or frozen milk to their trip daily rations. Herders also milk 

reindeer in early summer up to later autumn. This milk also used mostly to whiten tea. 

The production of dry reindeer milk was practiced by Orochen before the arrival 

Europeans.  

 

Drinking tea patterns the activities of all hunters and herders. Any work performed in the 

camp or village is often interrupted for tea drinking in any season. While tea taken after is 

a job is completed or after the completion of an important stage of a complex job. For 

example, once when I helped to Aleksei Aruneev to do skin softening with special tool in 

autumn, each stage of it we end up by drinking tea. We had three tea cups in between the 

three stages of softening moose skin.  

 

Any important hunting event, such as slaughtering a bear is also followed by tea drinking. 

Andrei Malkov told me that when he killed a bear in winter time, the elder Gil’ton 

Aruniev did not let him skin the animal right away. Instead, he had to wait 40 minutes to 

boil tea. When we migrated from camp to camp, Olga Zhumaneeva used to boil tea as 

soon as we arrived at a new place without even resting after a long walk. She did the same 
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when we were left a long term winter camp for a spring camp. When, she prepared a fire 

for making tea and often said a short phrase: “it is our custom (R. u nas takoi obychai)”. 

Indeed, tea drinking has a special ethics and behavioral codes. As soon as a hunter or 

herder is back from his trip, he always drinks tea in silence. Only after he has finished his 

tea he starts telling what he has seen or done. It is not appropriate to start asking questions 

before or at the time of drinking tea.  

 

When tea is consumed in a reindeer herders’ camp, it is often consumed with food such as 

home-made bread. However, in the villages, when I was invited to drink tea (chaevat’) it 

usually meant that some more substantial meals were served together with the tea. There, 

one could expect at minimum bread, berry jam, cookies and candies, but often chaevat’ 

(drinking tea) often meant having a full course meal. Nadia Zhumaneeva from 

Tungokochen remembers being taught by her father always to serve hot tea even if 

somebody visits your house only for a short time. It was very common thing anywhere in 

Zabaikal’e when after a short conversation people loudly say: “let’s go drink tea (R. 

poidiom pochaiuem)”. 

 

Meat diets 

Despite a harsh environment, an in Zabaikal’e North hosts on abundance of animals. 

Ungulates play biggest role in a hunters’ diet: moose (O. boiun, R. sokhatyi), red deer (O. 

bugun, R. iziubr’), bear (O. amikan, R. medved’), wild reindeer (O. mongotu, R. sokzhoi), 

roe deer (O. givchan, R. koza), boar (O. aidan, R. kaban). A minor role is played by 

Siberian musk deer (O. mekcha, R. kabarga), rabbits (O. tuksaki, R. zaiats), lynx (O. 

sekalan, R. rys’), squirrels (O. uluki, R. belka).  
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The least important aspect of a taiga herders and hunters diet is fish. Fish is eaten quite 

rarely at a reindeer herder’s camp2. The main part of Aruneev- Zhumaneev diet consists of 

the meat of hunted animals. Hunters mostly desire to kill moose, deer or wild reindeer. 

However, a bear or boar is also a good kill, although there are some restrictions on the 

consumption of these animals meat that are both ritual and ecological. Roe deer and 

Siberian musk deer are also seen as good quality meat, however, the meat of small animals 

is eaten quickly and is often considered “good luck” (O. kutuchi). It is important to stress 

that on Orochen would never say that they would prefer to kill a moose instead of a boar. 

Hunters say that one must be selective in the hunting since he can loose hunting luck.  

Therefore, hunters believe that if khoziain (master/ruler of taiga) gave a chance to kill a 

small animal, that means hunter still has hunting luck (O. kutu) and can expect to kill bigger 

animal soon.  

 

Most hunters value meat that is rich in fat. To eat good quality food means to eat fatty 

meat. It is believed that killing an animal with a lot of fat on a hunting trip is an extremely 

lucky event. A hunter will describe an animal as being fat if they are describing a very 

successful kill. Such fat meat was often given for me as for guests as well as to older 

people that were in the camp. Such preference for fat meat can be explained from many 

points of view. Firstly, Aleksei Aruneev says that fat meat does not allow you to feel 

hungry for a long time. It warms up a person from inside and gives lots of strength to 

walk in an uneven and wet environment searching for reindeer, tracking and hunting. It 

takes many hours for hunters and herders of walking via humps (O. chiokchioko, R. 

kochki), stones (O. dido, R. rossip’) as well as snow (O. imanda) therefore, it is believed 

that only fat meat can support the ability to walk.  
                                                 
2 Some Orochen elders do not eat fish at all. As reindeer herder elder Olga Zhumaneeva told me, her 
grandmother used to teach her not to eat fish since it is sirekte (warm). Mushrooms (O. dainakta, R. gryby) 
are considered as main food of reindeer and Orochen herders do not eat it almost at all.  
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Most often the meat of ungulates is boiled in the water to mate a soup called siliu3 despite 

in any season. Siliu is just simply any piece of meat boiled in water for 30-40 minutes 

often with some rice or noodles. The meal usually is made in the evening as soon as 

somebody comes back from a looking for reindeer or hunting. In the morning, the soup is 

warmed up and the pot is usually empted. However, if there is much meat and time, soup 

can be produced twice per day in the morning and evening in any long term as well as 

short term camp in any season. While hunting or walking in winter, hunters usually make 

just short breaks in during the day to eat some soda bread with tea. Such tea breaks are 

also made during the day while traveling with reindeer or horses to give a chance for 

animals to rest at the hottest time of the day when insects are most active.  

 

The head of moose or a deer must be cooked firstly before eating other parts4. 

Tungokochen elder Genadii Kirilov remembers that the headused to be given to old 

people to eat in the reindeer herders’ camp when extended families used to migrate in the 

area. Rossoshino village Orochen Pavel Naikanchin told me that the brains were eaten 

first when the head of moose was cooked. Again, many hunters say that the head is one of 

the fattest parts of animal. Nikolai Dimitrov from Bugunda village also says that such a 

habit of eating the head is closely related to the belief that a spirit (O. amin, R. dusha) of 

the animal exist in the animals’ head. In this context, elders say that not consuming the 

head of a killed animal would mean loosing hunting luck. Kolia Dimitrov once swore 

when younger hunter abandoned head of an animal in taiga and did not take it for food 

consumption. Olga Zhumaneeva told me that the head is a very fat among hoofed animals 

                                                 
3 It is a word widely used among non-Orochen speaking hunters in Tungokochen village.  
4 If pregnant female was killed by accident, Rossoshino Orochen used to eat embryo and breast firstly. It is a 
taboo to kill pregnant animals among Orochen. Bagdarin elder Volodia Torgonov remembers his father’s 
words that if you kill female do not come back to the camp.  
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therefore it is a very delicious food to be eaten first. However, preference for food is also 

very individual. Hunters have different evaluations of which part of an animal is the 

 best, some people enjoy the head of moose 

(again since it is fat), others enjoy meat from 

the hip or chest. People in village and taiga 

agree that the most delicious part of the moose 

are the lips (O. omun, R. guba). Indeed, it has 

also a high market price in cities.5 Moose lips 

are usually scorched by the fire and boiled for 

2-4 hours after. There is of course a huge 

variety of wild animals that can be consumed as 

food by Orochens. It is probably easier to say, 

which animals are not eaten. Hence, hunters 

never eat sable (O. niaka), (O. dzhantaki),

      wolverine wolf (O. changa), fox (O. sulaki) and 

mouse (O. unokochon). However, meat of lynx (O. sekalan) is highly valued by all 

people. This meat, according to Iura Epov, is a white color, since lynx is never eat dead 

animals and always kills animals itself that humans also eat: rabbits (O. tuksaki), birds 

and Siberian musk deer (O. mekcha). Lynx are also believed to have special medical 

characteristics. It is used when a person has lung problems, tuberculosis and cough.  The 

meat of lynx is usually consumed in winter time since only then this animal is hunted for 

fur.  Iura Epov says that this meat has a sour taste. It is boiled in the water as soon as fur 

is skinned of in the evening. 

Scorching moose lips in Poperechnaia 
winter camp. 

 

                                                 
5 Many Chita restaurants serve specially made moose lips supplied by komersanty from North. It is also 
widely exported to China.  
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Another meat that is consumed in winter is squirrel (O. uluki). Squirrel can be eaten 

throughout its hunting season from late autumn up to beginning of spring. Squirrel’s meat 

is considered as a delicious snack dish. Hence, during the start of the migration period 

many of these animals are killed. After a successful squirrel hunt (15-20 animals), the 

meat of squirrel can be boiled as soup. When there are just few squirrels killed, then the 

bodies of the carcasses are put on a hot iron stove as soon as the fur is taken off and 

cooked for 10-15 minutes until it turns brown. However, squirrel meat is rarely eaten as a 

main dish. It is usually served as a snack for older people and children after the main dish 

that gathers to warm themselves near to iron stove during the long winter evenings. 

Aleksei Aruneev used to collect all his squirrel carcasses in a frozen pile to bring them to 

his children in Tungokochen village. There, squirrels were fried on the pan after boiling 

and were consumed by all family from one pan. There is also a delicacy made from 

squirrels stomachs (O. gudyga) that are naturally found filled with mushrooms and nuts. 

Such food can be enjoyed only in a very lucky year, and it is cooked on a hot iron stove as 

soon as squirrel is skinned. 

 

Rabbit is another fur animal that is hunted for fur as well as for meat. Snares are set for it 

in winter to add variety to the meat ration and this meat. This meat is usually eaten once a 

week in a herders’ camp. If hunters and herders have enough ungulate meat, then rabbit’s 

meat can be fed to the dogs and is served only once every two weeks. Rabbit fur has a 

very low value, so rabbits (as well as musk deer) are usually hunted by part time hunters 

for food. We ate rabbits twice a week while we trapped from the Siligli River log house. 

 

Hunters say that you can eat everything when there is a shortage of food. Some hunters 

even eat ermine (O. dzhentaki), owl (O. umil) and other animals or birds that are usually 
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considered inedible. In other cases people try to gain hunting luck by eating “uneatable” 

animals.   Hunters say that, wild boar is not consumable in mating season (December 

month) since it smells badly. However, as soon as there is a meat shortage, wild boar can 

be consumed by grinding it with malt or other meat and adding some fat. The mixed 

round meat is prepared both in the village and the taiga. It is fried in a pan and put on a 

heated iron stove or fire. Mostly fried mince are made when hunters are waiting-out poor 

weather. The meat is finally cut with a knife or ground with a hand operated meat grinder. 

Patties are fried in a pan often with added water. The meat is half- boiled and half- fried. 

Very similar recipes can be followed with bear meat in the spring when it is dry or when 

meat tastes bad.6 It is important to state that Orochen have a different prohibition (O. 

ngalom) or eating parts of certain animals. I was told often that bear meat should not be 

given to pregnant women. Women are prohibited from eating male or musk deer male or 

at least musk deer liver.  

 

Table one shows the variety and seasonality of meat animals killed and consumed by a 

village centered family Aleksei Aruneev as well as Aruneev-Zhumaneev family of 

herders and hunters based in taiga of Tungokochen district:  

2004-

2005 

Hunted meat by 2 hunters. 7 Hunted meat by taiga based 4 hunters.8  

Sept 1 bear, 2 elk, 1 moose 1 wild reindeer, 4 moose, 1 bear, 1 domesticated 

reindeer, 1 domesticated reindeer. 

Oct 3 moose, 1 squirrel ,1 boar9, 1 rabbit 2 wild reindeer, 1 moose,  

 

Nov 1 boar, 1 roe deer, 4 rabbits, 25 

squirrels 

4 reindeer killed, 53 squirrels, 3 rabbits, 1 partridge, 

1 domesticated reindeer10

                                                 
6 Hunters believe that some male bear meat tastes and even smells bad.  
7 Meat shared by all hunters who did hunting and their relatives in village. 
8 Meat is consumed by 3-6 hunters. 
9 Boar is rarely shot around reindeer herding sites since it live in lower sites of big rivers that are usually not 
visited by reindeer herds.  
10 There were 3 male reindeer killed as payment for transport.  
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Dec 
cow calf, 12 squirrels, 8 rabbits 

1 moose, 23 squirrels, 3 rabbits, 1capencaile, 1 

partridge 

Jan 12 rabbits, 6 squirrels 
 
 

1 lynx, 4 rabbits 28 squirrels, 2 partridge 

Feb 
3 capencaile, 3 squirrels, 5 rabbits 

1 roe deer, 12 squirrels, 3 rabbits, 1 moose, 2 

partridge 

Mar   

Apr  3 capencaile 

May 1 roe deer 1 moose, 2 capencaile 

June 1 moose, 1 roe deer 3 roe deer 

July 1 bear, 3 boars, 3 roe deer 1 elk 

August 1 moose 1 moose, 1 elk 

 

This table shows that there is no difference in the hunting strategies of Orochen families 

that are based in taiga and those that are village based. In both cases meat is shared with a 

wide network of relatives and friends.  

 

Reindeer meat 

It is important to state that Orochen hunters and herders never kill reindeer just for food. It 

was rarely done in privately owned herds in Soviet times and it is still a rare strategy 

among rich reindeer herders today. Such a prohibition has deep ideological roots that will 

be not discussed in this report. Even Kolia Aruneev, who owns 500 heads reindeer herd is 

considered the rich reindeer herder, does not slaughter reindeer to sell.  Herders also can 

kill reindeer when they want to reciprocate for transport, or barter for gasoline or other 

goods.11  

 

Reindeer are usually slaughtered for special ritual needs in both districts (Tungokochen in 

Chita region and Baunt in Republic of Buriatiia). Zabaikal Orochen have revived a 

                                                 
11 Orochen have elaborated criteria as how to choose, which reindeer must be killed. Tungokochen Orochen 
herder Nikolai Aruneev often says that such reindeer suggest themselves for slaughter.  
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reindeer sacrificing rite where reindeer is ritually killed and consumed.12 Reindeer are 

kept for transport by Orochen as well as “a sentient being” which carries symbolic and 

cosmological meanings for Orochens. Reindeer is killed in traditional way of hitting an 

axe over his forehead. It is usually done by the most experienced herder so as not to give 

the animal any pain. As soon as the reindeer falls unconscious, his jugular is cut with a 

knife with to make its blood run (O. saksovan gada) into a special bowl. The blood is fed 

to the dogs or used for food. The blood is usually let sit until it congests. Congested blood 

is used to fill with various intestines (O. seluptal) as well as the bladder (O. korimuk) and 

it is boiled in water. The meat of the reindeer butchered with a 30 cm long knife (O. koto) 

at the joints and sometimes with an axe cutting ribs.  Reindeer herder Olga Zhumaneeva 

said that though all the reindeer meat is consumed, the marrow taken from domesticated 

reindeer bones is not eaten by her because, according to her, it is taboo for women to eat 

the marrow of domesticated reindeer.  Hunters and herders can also leave bones unbroken 

believing that the animal will be reborn again and will need all of these bones.  

 

After the blood is gathered in a bowl, a long cut (O. uktoda) is made with a knife (O. koto) 

starting from the neck down to the foot. Usually, the flanks (O. ikdo) of the animal have 

been skinned; the penis (O. chivkan) and the tail (O. irgi, R. khvost) are removed. Then 

the intestines are cleaned out (O. silugada) and the lungs (O. ovsal, R. lekhkie) and the 

heart (O. megan, R. serdtse) are removed separately. The liver (O. oligon, R. pechen’), 

kidneys (O. bosoktol, R. pochki) and abdomen meat (O. gudyne, R. briushina) are 

removed next. Then the gallbladder (O. delkin, R. selezionka), intestines (O. siluktal, R. 

kishki) and rectum (O. moman, R. priamaia kishka) are removed. The rectum is very 

valued for its high fat content. After that, the backbone (O. dalu, R. lopatki) with hind 

                                                 
12 I had a chance to observe two performances of such ritual in Tungokochen district and two reindeer were 
also slaughtered for funerals and for healings of the shaman Svetlana Varonina in Bagdarin village 
(Buriatiia Republic) at my research time in Tungokochen district.  
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legs (O. isakil) are removed, and are cut into two parts. Then, the upper half of the torso 

consisting of the rib case and chest area (O. tynglan) is separated from the lower half of 

the torso. Two sigda (sinews with back meat) are removed as are the ribs (O. avtulal, R. 

riobra). Finally, the head (O. dyl, R. golova) is cut and the head scalp (O. igda dyluva) is 

removed. The head is also fleshed.  The lower jaws (O. dzhioil, R. chelust’) are removed 

together with the tongue (O. inni, R. iazyk). Then the eyes (O. esal, R. glaza) are cut 

out13. Then the nose (O. lusma) so that the head is split into two pieces along (stuff 

means) a special bone (O. dulindy, R. cherepushka). The neck is also separated (O. 

nikimnia, R, sheia) and the vertebrae (O. niagdal, R. pozvonok) removed.  

 

Then hunters cut the belly part (O. darama) from the remaining flesh and cut femur (O. 

diuroo). First they cut into pieces the front legs (O. nihil) and then proceed to the back 

legs (O. amargul). The skin is removed from the leg (O. osi, R. kamus) and the important 

meat of the leg meat (O. chichan) is removed. The thigh portion of the leg (O. 

deganiushki) is separated from the calf portion (O. priamushki) and the hoofs (O. 

kogchon, R. kopyta). The last part that is taken for food is the bone marrow (O. uman, R. 

chumuga). The butchering process is done without the use of an axe, the hunters just use a 

knife. 

 

Reindeer meat has a high percent of protein (16.50%) and lower percent of fat (19.80%) 

than pig, sheep or cow meat. Reindeer herders say that reindeer meat has unique qualities 

that can cure the human body of many diseases. Kolia Aruneev told me that it can even 

remove radiation from the body.  

 
                                                 
13 Cutting the eyes is an important action with cosmological significance. Orochen say that animal should 
not see what is going on with his body. Therefore not to offend animals’ spirit eyes it is important to cut its 
eyes. Bear eyes are  often cut in a special ritual way and left in a tree ? How left.  
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Making recipes 

All the food in the summer time is usually cooked over a fire in an area of the camp called 

the sounan (kitchen). In the winter time food is cooked on an iron stove inside a canvas 

tent.  A tripod (also called sounan) can be used to hold the kettle (O. kolokochan). Instead 

of the sounan, a pole (O. togan) supported by two forked sticks can be used to hold the 

kettle.  

 

There are many ways of preparing food. Hunters say that the best way to prepare meat is 

to boil it in water. My own observations also confirm that most of the time meat was 

prepared by boiling it in water. The meat is usually boiled between 30-60 minutes and 

produces a soup called siliu. Some potatoes can be added to the soup. Potatoes are often 

brought to the camp of reindeer herders as gifts from their village relatives in the late 

autumn. When potatoes are brought they are peeled, cut into pieces and frozen. 

 

Wild onion (O. ongukta) and garlic (O. 

mangisun) can also be added to the soup. 

Wild garlic and onion are harvested in the 

month of July, cut and salted and stored in 

glass pots. Fresh meat of just killed animal 

is boiled but sometimes left quite raw. Such 

a method for preparing meat is called 

chukin. When I asked why they did not grill 

meat, Aleksei Aruneev told me that there is 

no way to get a full stomach when you eat 

meat cooked on coal. However, the heart, 

Aleksei Aruneev with fresh roe liver in camp 
near Chondak River.  
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liver and kidneys are usually cooked on a stick which is placed over the coals as soon as 

the hunter is back in camp from a successful hunt. This method of cooking on a stick is 

called silavun (R. shahslyk).  It takes a very short time to cook these parts and they are 

often eaten semi raw. Hunters will also eat raw roe deer meat. Such meat is frozen and 

then eaten dipping into salt. Kidneys and liver of roe deer are highly preferred in both the 

taiga and village. These parts are eaten without any cooking preparation. It is said by 

villagers that the raw liver of roe deer has lots of vitamins and helps to improve vision.  

Usually, raw kidney and liver is brought to be fed for children.  The raw kidneys of 

Siberian musk deer, domesticated and wild reindeer can also be consumed. The liver of 

moose and red deer are also cooked by placing them on a stick next to the fire instead of 

over the fire. Especially valued are the kidneys of red deer males at the time of mating in 

autumn, since hunters say that the kidneys at this time are very fat and big. Therefore, raw 

liver is also often brought to the village and given to ill people and children. There is also 

another way of cooking meat directly by putting it on coals or on an iron stove called a 

bulatta. As I mentioned, bear meat is also a desired food. Asimin- is cooked from the 

bear’s brain, lungs, heart in the inner fat of the bear (cut into small pieces) as soon as it is 

winter time.  The dish is considered a ritual food. Bear head is boiled alone as a special 

ritual in winter time. It is always eaten by all the people after a successful bear hunt. Bear 

paws (O. mania) are very preferred and usually boiled in water. It is considered a 

delicious food by the Severobaikal Evenki. Reindeer herder Liona Chernoev from 

Kholodnoe village told me that the best quality of paws for eating are from bears killed in 

the spring. Bear paws also have a high market value and are frequently smuggled to 

China. Therefore, Tungokochen Orochen usually sell bear paws to komersanty or store 

them on a platform (R. labaz, O. delken) for ritual purposes. Nikolai Kirilov from the 
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Orochen village of Bugunda said that he preferred to cook the rectum (R. priamaia 

kishka) of a bear on fire. 

 
Bear’s paws are valued as food by Orochen hunters. It also costs about 2500 rubles 

for 1 kg in black market  

Tokomin- is another well known and, as it is said, a very Orochen food. It is always 

cooked during Orochen festivals and Aboriginal Day celebrations in the villages. It is 

produced from moose or deer meat, lungs, heart, brains that are cut into very small pieces 

and cooked with intestine fat taken from the special large intestine called moman. The 

mixed ground meat cooked with bone marrow.  Moman is considered as one of the most 

valuable pieces of an animal since it is full of fat. Orochen cut moman with a special 

attention and hang it on the tree not to be eaten by dogs. Moman is never eaten alone but 

always added to soup or to the pan as fat for cooking. The hoofs of animals are also 

gathered to cook a special soup that is eaten after it gels.  

 

The blood of reindeers also has wide uses.  Hunters rarely collect the blood of moose, 

however they always collect the blood of reindeer (O. sokso). The blood is kept until it 
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coagulates and has the consistency of jelly. Then the animals’ guts are filled with this 

“jellied blood” boiled in water. 

 

 

Aleksei Aruneev separating moman from flesh of male moose shot in autumn moose 
rutting period. 

 

 



 

Table 2 represents main meat animal parts uses for food among Orochen of Tungokochen district (Chita region) and Baunt (Buriatiia) 

 Reindeer/Wild reindeer Stir Musk deer Elk Moose Boar Bear 

Head (dyl) Consumed for food Consumed for 

food or given to 

dogs 

Consumed for 

food or given to 

dogs 

Consumed for food 

or given to dogs 

Consumed for food Consumed for 

food or given to 

dogs 

Can be cooked, left 

on labaz or hanged 

on tree 

Brains (taraki) Consumed for food Consumed for 

food or given to 

dogs 

Consumed for 

food or given to 

dogs 

Consumed for food Consumed for food Given to dogs Can be eaten  

Guts (Syluptal) Consumed  

or  given to dogs 

Given to dogs Given to dogs Parts consumed  

(moman) 

other  given to 

dogs 

Parts consumed  

(moman) 

other  given to 

dogs 

Dogs or thrown 

away 

No uses, one gut is 

cooked among 

Orochens of Bugunda 

village 

Bone fat 

(Uman) 

Consumed for food No  No Consumed for food Consumed for food No  No 

Inner fat 

(uluivcha) 

Consumed for food No No Consumed for food Consumed for food Rarely consumed 

for food 

Consumed as 

medicine 

Liver and 

kidneys 

(bososkto and  

olion) 

Consumed for food, 

often raw 

Consumed for 

food (raw) 

Consumed for 

food, often raw, 

women are not 

given 

Consumed for 

food, often raw, 

mostly evaluated in 

autumn taken from 

male elk  since it is 

fat 

Consumed for food 

or skin tanning 

Given for dogs No 
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14 Reindeer soft antlers panty were used for ront roduction in pharmaceutical factories of Irkutsk, Kirov, and Moscow Oh ds scientific in
rontarin was similar to pantakrin that is extracted from elk panty. There were even couple elk farms in Zabaikal’e before soviets for pantakrin production.  

 

arin p some otovo stitute. Hence, 

 Reindeer/Wild reindeer Stir Musk deer Elk Moose Boar Bear 

Meat fat  

(umukso) 

No meat fat No meat fat No meat fat No meat fat No meat fat Consumed for 

food 

Consumed for food 

Special uses Penis, soft antlers 

panty14(cut in April- 

May) can be sold to 

komersanty or used in 

curing different diseases. 

Penis as well as ends of 

hoofs can be used to cure 

male diseases by 

Orochen  

 Sold for 

komersanty 

struja as well as 

used in healing. 

Struja is said to 

be used in china 

for fragrance 

production 

Penis, and panty 

(soft male elk 

antlers) can be  

sold to komersanty 

or used in curing 

different diseases 

such as blood 

pressure and 

strengthening 

organism in 

general  

150gr of dry panty 

is poured with 

500gr vodka and 

left for 10 days in 

dark place. 

Consumed one 

spoon per day. 

Upper lip is sold 

for komersanty as 

delicacy 

 Skin are sold as 

trophies. While foots 

are sold for export to 

China where it is 

used medicine Spleen 

of  bear is also widely 

used among Orochen 

and Buriat as well as 

exported to chine to 

make liver disease 

curing medicine. 

Intestine fat (O. 

uluivcha, R. zhyr)  is 

used to cure lungs 

diseases, caught as 

well as exhaustion.    

Meat 

(Uldo) 

Consumed for food Consumed for 

food 

Consumed for 

food 

Consumed for food Consumed for food Consumed for 

food  

Consumed for food in 

later summer, autumn 

and winter then it is 

fattest.  It tastes badly 

in spring and when 

mating. 
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 Reindeer/Wild reindeer Stir Musk deer Elk Moose Boar Bear 

Skin 

(nanda) 

Used as mattress (O. 

girkovun), sold for 

komersanty 

Clothing Gloves Kamus used for  

winter shoe unty 

production 

Kamus for unty, 

skin for winter 

shoe amchiury, 

winter outdoor  

clothing and ropes 

Used as mattress  Used as mattress, 

sold for komertsants 

Blood 

(sokso) 

Is gathered for human 

consumption or dog food 

(dalavun) 

 No gathered No gathered Is gathered rarely 

and often given to 

dogs because of 

time shortage 

Is gathered rarely 

and often given to 

dogs because of 

time shortage 

No gathered No gathered 

Lungs (ovsol) Consumed for food Consumed for 

food 

Consumed for 

food 

Consumed for food Consumed for food 

or given to dogs 

Given to dogs Buried on platform 

(delken) 

Heart (mevan) Consumed for food Consumed for 

food 

Given to dogs Consumed for food Consumed for food 

or given to dogs 

Given to dogs Buried on platform 

Stomach 

(gudyga) 

Consumed for food Given to dogs Given to dogs Given to dogs Consumed for food 

or given to dogs 

Given to dogs Buried on platform 

 



 

Meat processing, sharing and disposing 

When meat is butchered in autumn all parts of the flesh of large animals are hung on trees 

or put on fallen logs in order to avoid it becoming dirty. If the animal is a reindeer or roe 

deer pieces of meat can be placed a carpet of green tree branches. The meat of roe, moose 

or red deer usually is cut into 8 pieces to be 

transported: two front legs, two ribs, two 

hind legs, the middle part, and the head 

often with the neck. All leftovers that are 

not eaten by dogs after skinning are 

disposed of by putting it into the river or 

naturally formed water pit. The neck of roe 

deer, moose and elk is often fed to dogs, 

but sometimes it is also used as meat for 

soup. When meat is shared, the neck is 

never given to other people as a gift. 

Hunters believe that such an action would 

be very offensive and would mean that 

person does not want to share meat in the 

future. Aleksey Aruneev shared his meat with 9 people after our successful autumn hunt 

when we brought back to the village half a male moose and an entire young female elk 

carcass. He shared meat with his elderly uncle and ill aunt, his wife’s mother, his boss 

(nachalnik)15, neighbors and friends. Other meat was given to people who asked for it 

themselves. In seven Orochen households Bugunda village (Buriatiia), there is a special 

Aleksey Aruneev fleshing male roe deer (R. kozel) 
near River Kontala in autumn. 

                                                 
15 Aleksei was employed in forestry department. Though he was a ranger most of his time he used to spend 
hunting for foresters expeditions.  
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house for meat butchering and sharing. Hence, a master- hunter will always cut meat, 

while others wait with bags. The meat is parceled in pieces and all bags are equally filled 

with meat, hence each family member, usually a teenager, delivers meat to every 

household.  

 

As soon as the meat is butchered at the kill site, it can be transported to the main hunting 

camp. It’s almost impossible to transport meat to a village or camp without initial 

preservation in the summer time when temperatures can reach +40 C. It is time-

consuming meat to preser preserve meat in summer time. Salt is used often usually big 

parts of an animal are either smoked and initially dried, in the hope to form  a dried crust 

over the meat that will give initial protection from rotting. If meat is transported to a camp 

successfully it is also put into aluminum can and buried deep into the ground sometimes 

special ditches are dug lined with logs (O. saiva). Such ditches exist in almost every 

summer reindeer herder’s camps and next to log huts. The meat there can be kept for 2-4 

weeks.  

 

Meat also can be cut into long and thin strips and dried in a camp that set not far from kill 

site. Such pieces often are hung on special racks (O. lokovun ulderuk) and dried under 

smoke, the wind and the sun for a minimum of 3-4 days in a temporary campsite. It is 

usually maintained by burning a small fire with a smoke under the meat. Reindeer herders 

sometimes use this fireplace for cooking dog food and sometimes boiling tea to give the 

best amount of heat for meat drying in reindeer herder’s camp.  The smoking of meat can 

be performed using small branches of alder (O. dulgikta, R. olha) and some times willow 

(O. mar’),  while birch (O. chalban, R. berioza) is avoided along with cedar (O. bulgikta, 

R. kedr) and larch (O. irakta, R. listvenica ) for smoking. Before, the meat must be salted 
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for 3 days.  Smoked meat has a special Orochen name, - sirna, however in a village such 

dried meat is misnamed as kukuro that is also an Orochen word for boiled and then dried 

meat. It takes about 3-4 

days to produce sirna. 

About 20-25 kg is of dried 

is meat can be made from 

be moose carcass. Such 

meat can be used in many 

ways: it moose can be 

used as snack sitting   

while spending night hunting from a platform at salt lich (O. taloi, R. solonets) in summer 

time.  It can be also used as meat for cooking soup up in autumn. Then sirna is being 

softened with an axe before put into boiling water.  

Lokovun ulderuk with drying elk meat in reindeer 
herders camp near river Bugarikhta 

 

Another type of preservation is made when hunters boil meat and then dry it next to the 

fireplace in summer time. Such meat can be powdered with an axe into meat flour. This 

dish in Orochen is called toli. Boiled and dried meat can also be mixed with specially 

prepared fat that is made from the bones of ribs, vertebras, pelvic bones and other. Bones 

are usually boiled in water, and fat is skimmed from the water. Such fat never melts at any 

temperature. This dish is called changmi. Both ways of preparation has a long duration of 

preservation.  

 

Leftovers from skinning an animal (skin, head, and parts of intestines) are always brought 

to a river or submerged in water. Water prevents fast decay and the bad smell that can 

attract bears, wolves, ermines to the area.  Therefore, all signs of butchering in an area is 
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always cleaned. Orochen hunters always say that it is “poaching”16 (R. brakonerstvo) 

when pieces of animals’ body are left scattered over a site as well as when eatable parts 

are wasted. Orochen say that such hunters risk loosing their hunting luck (O. kutu). The 

bad smell from rotting leftovers can also frighten hunted animals as well. Dogs chew on 

these bones (O. giramdal) frequently but never eat them completely.  Such bones are 

gathered and often burned or are placed at the roots (O. nelge) of a tree, so that reindeer 

would not hurt his feet on the sharp bones. Kolia Aruneev told me when we were eating 

reindeer meat, that it is a sin (O. ngalom) to give bone fat to dogs, since you can offend 

the “master of taiga”. According to Aleksei Aruneev, dogs are also not given heart of lynx 

because it makes dogs slower. Trachea (O. bilga, R. pishchevod) of ungulates are not 

given since dog loose his ability to smell.  

 

Seasonality and consumption 

In autumn, most animals gain a layer of fat for winter. Such fat (R. salo) of bear and boar 

is very high valued by hunters. Fat separated from meat and cooked. Most people prefer 

to eat it frozen after it is cooked. Bear meat is fat and high valued when animal is shot in 

the winter. Hunters say that one can have just a small piece of such fat and you can feel 

full for all the day. It is said that hunter will not get cold or hungry and be able to walk for 

all day without stopping. However, Tungokochen hunter Iura Epov warned me once after 

he cooked bear meat for dinner in winter log house, that I should not eat it too much of it, 

since I must not be able to sleep and even could have bad dreams can come.  

 

Red deer (L. Cervus elaphus, R. iziubr) is another animal that is known as very fatty and 

not every stomach can process it. Therefore elk meat is not eaten by everyone in the 

                                                 
16 Orochen has own peculiar interpretations that differ from wildlife managers what can be considered as 
poaching. 
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village. Orochen eat red deer meat while usually newcomers do not. I did hear al all time 

advice: “do not drink water that is not boiled after you ate elk meat.” However, I learned 

that even consumption of elk at all makes me feel ill almost every time.  

 

The precise way that Orochens use meat for food depends on the time of the year and how 

much meat is available. In a poor season lungs of moose can be cut and used to cook meat 

pies in winter. In summer, the lungs are fed to dogs, since they are hard to transport. 

When a hunt is very successful, a hunter might keep only the meat and give all the 

intestines to the dogs. Some animals such as bear and boar are eaten only in certain 

months. Boar is best from July to November. At other times it is either without fat or it is 

at mating time (December) when the meat has a bad smell. Bear meat is the best to 

consume almost all the year except April and March when it is lean. As I mentioned all 

ungulates are best in autumn when the gain most weight and fat.  

 

Orochen occasionally hunt forest birds if see them while traveling. Mostly women and 

involved into birds hunting. The meat of different birds plays a more important role in 

varying one’s diet especially in a spring when there is a shortage of ungulates. Birds 

migrate in spring and therefore many of them can be easily shot at special resting and 

feeding sites, while other are hunted in their mating sites. In general, Orochen hunt 

partridge (O. oribko, R. riabchik), capercaille (O. oroki male and urkitian female, R. 

gluhar’), grouse (O. burbuki, R.  kosach’).  Orochen that live next to big rivers and lakes 

hunts also water birds, swan (O. bagdama, R. lebed), duck diver (O. urivki, R. nyrok), 

widgeon  (O. kongmandy, R. chornogolova), common teal (O. Ulikan, R. Chirok), duck 

(O. chute), goosander (O. aldamachen, R. krahal), goose (O. niungnak, R. gus). In spring 

time, Orochen women and children also often pick eggs (O. mukta) that are used for food 
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as well. Hunters also cook birds’ trachea (O. kavka) that is filled with cut meat and 

cooked next to the fire as silavun. It is especially valued the meat of white partridge. 

Elders say that the blood of white partridge must be consumed raw in case of illness of the 

throat.  

 

Rabbit (O. tuksaki) is one a popular food in winter since hunters snare rabbits easily with 

snares. Over the long fur hunting season (mid. Nov- mid. February) 32 rabbits were 

g in log house. All the 

meat was consum

food and it was eaten

twice per week. The 

meat was boiled and 

then fried on the pan

once or twice per day. 

Rabbit is eaten less 

when once per  

week in reindeer herders’ winter camp. Occasionally, rabbit is shot in au

snared by two hunters who also hunted squirrels and sables stayin

ed for 

 

 

 

tumn if one has 

ilk, berries, flour and fish 

ilked reindeer. Female reindeer can give 300-400 gr. 

of milk (O. ukumny) per day. Taloi River camp Orochen tie calves to the wall of corral 

Getting unfrozen snared rabbits in winter log house at Siligli 
River. 

no luck with roe deer or moose. Orochen always shoot rabbits or forest birds that cross 

their way (O. okto) believing that kutu will be maintained if hunter shot what he is given. 

Again, it is believed being fussy about what you hunt can cause loss of kutu. 

 

 

M

Orochen herders have been always m
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(O. kure) in order to milk female reindeer as soon as calves are visited to feed. Milking 

can be done from the middle of spring up to late autumn. The milk is always added to te

Since reindeer milk is extremely rich, it only three tea spoons will whiten 1.5 liters of tea

the drink. It is said that reindeer milk has four times more calories than cow milk and 

many vitamins as well. However, not every female reindeer is easy to milk. As 

Tungokochen village Orochen Gena Dushinov told me, children used to prevent young

reindeer from sucking from the back teats. The last teats were milked for the chi

Reindeer herders make sour cream and butter from reindeer milk. Elders remember that 

milk in birch bark containers used to be hung around the reindeer necks. The butter wo

be churned while the reindeer was being traveled, to a new camping site. Milk was also 

specially cooked to prepare of dry cottage cheese (O. iltsia). The milk was boiled for a 

long time until it gels and it was dried on the tin until it powders. Such a product could b

stored for a long time. As desert (O. manti) milk yoghurt is eaten with berries. Larch ba

bowls are still used as milk containers. 

 

Berries are gathered depending on the se

a. 

 

 

ldren. 

uld 

e 

rk 

ason and temperature. The first berries appear by 

e middle of July. However, most berries are gathered in August for the winter. Berries th

that can be gathered include blueberry (O. dikte, R. golubika), (O. uchiumukta, R. 

zemolost), strawberry (O. tumpukta, R.  zemlianika), rowan  (O. nikte, R. riabina), 

gooseberry (O. aiuli, R. makhovka). However, all these mentioned berries are gathe

eating fresh in taiga camps. The exception is bilberry (O. imikta, R. brusnika). It is 

gathered by Orochen males, females and children starting early September till the first 

frost comes and it is contained in birch bark bowls and stored for winter use on stora

platforms (O. delken). Imikta is also used for medical purposes. Then berries are scalded

with hot water. The resulting liquid is consumed as soon as somebody gets ill. The liquid 

red 

ge 
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can also be made into a berry jam with sugar. Herders and hunters often eat frozen berries

during the winter at overnight camps, since snow covered imikta can be found in many 

places. Blueberry is probably the second most important berry gathered by the village 

people and prepared for jam. It is gathered from the start of August up to November. Th

reason for its popularity is that it is fond in large qualities and also because it is easy to

gather. It is harvested with a special bowl called in Russian bitok (O. guiavun) made from 

birch skin. Orochen still handmade such bowls from spring birch skin that is boiled, oile

or heated next to the fire at the time of production. Berries can be gathered even in spring, 

when blueberries are dry. In the spring, birch sap is also collected.  

 

Every reindeer herders’s camp has also an oven made from flat ston

 

e 

 

d 

es (O. delema). The 

tone stove is mostly used in warm periods of the year bake yeast bread called kiltera. The 

 

alled 

ith 

r 

 

s

dough is mixed and kneaded and left in warm place until it rises. It is churned three times

and then baked. Orochens set a strong fire inside the stove cavity to heat up the stones. 

Then all the coals are scraped out. The dough is pushed inside in metal baking pans for 

40-60 minutes. This type of bread is also made in villages in brick-built stoves. Some 

Baunt Orochen reindeer herders and hunters used to bake bread on hot sand in the 

summer. For this method a fire is lit on the sand. After bread tins are buried in the hot 

sand. In winter time or during hunting trips, Orochen’s make a round flat bread so c

uvon. This bannock is made from flour, water or milk, soda, oil, sugar, salt. It is fried w

a little oil on pan, until it develops a dark yellow color. The uvon is finished by setting it 

upright next to the fire. Flour itself can be also be added to soup. Flour can also be fried 

on a pan and then added to tea (dish- diatavaravur). Sometimes, reindeer herders use flou

to make meat dumplings (R. pelemeni) as well as rissoles (R. pirozhki). It is usually made
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when fresh meat is delivered to the camp. Liver, lungs, kidneys usually used as fillings for 

rissoles.  

 

Fish (O. oldo) is eaten more often by Orochens living next to big rivers especially the Vitim 

 

h 

h 

. 

as 

m 

 

River (villages of Ust Karenga, Iumurchen, Krasnyi Iar, Bugunda). Some old Orochens who 

used to have big herds remember that they never ate fish at all. Most Orochen that have 

reindeer today also rarely eat fish. Firstly, in the highlands so much liked by reindeer, the

fishing season is short. As Kolia Aruneev told me, it is sufficient to have a good feed on fis

(R. khorosho pokushat’) a couple of times per year. Fish are usually caught when they 

migrate from big rivers to highlands and vice versa. However, reindeer herders can only 

fish in mid summer since that is when the fish reach the highland rivers. There is a width 

variety of fish in Northern Zabaikal rivers including (O. dzhiali, R. taimen), burbot (O. 

laptuki, R. nalim), (O. maigu, R. lenok), grayling (O. niru R. harius).  Many types of fis

could be found in lakes such as perch (O. kulimte, R. okun), crucian carp (O. giramdachi, R

karas), (O. kundukan, R. galian), pike (O. chirukaia, R. schiuka). Small fish is usually 

cooked with guts to save the fat. Big fish are cooked next to the fire or fried in the pan.  

When I was staying at the River Taloi summer reindeer herders’ camp (Buriatiia), fish w

eaten twice per week. Fishing was major activity performed by children with a self-made 

rod almost everyday. However, in the Kotomchik reindeer herders’ camp (Chita district) 

fish was eaten just about one time per month in the summer. Kolia’s brother Iura fished 

with handmade nets. He set up the nets by wading into the river. He did it mostly on war

summer days. Reindeer herders invest more time in hunting for meat rather than fishing. 

Additionally, hunters say that fish are hard to store in summer time and that eating them 

does not make you feel full. Fishing with nets is done in autumn by village hunters while 

hunting moose or red deer during the rut. This hunting is done along big rivers such as the

Karenga, Nercha or Vitim. Hunters that have hunting cabins near lakes called dzhemkun 
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also spend some time fishing crucian carp. However, they need a special boat to set nets i

the lake and they need more than one person.  I have seen a special dug deep pit in the soil 

that was filled with plastic bags of fish in autumn time. Aleksei Aruneev explained that 

hunter could not transport home fish because of killed animal therefore he stored fish in 

pit.  Hunters from Bugunda and Ust’ Karenga both of which are located near the Vitim fish 

with motor boats after their autumn meat hunting is done. They salt their fish in big 

aluminium milk cans and then stored them  in cold pits under wooden houses. At Bu

it was mainly teenagers who fished. They smoked the fish in special casks to. Usually they 

used to go by Vitim River near an affluent where all fish was living in summer time because

of cold and fresh water coming from highlands. Nets were left at such sites and fishing was 

done by rods sometimes. Orochen elders remember that they used to shoot fish with guns 

(bows earlier).  

 

n 

the 

gunda, 

 

mported food  

groceries supplied to reindeer herders by the collective farm, a diet of 

e 

he Tungokochen reindeer herder Kolia Aruneev imports many products (O. osokol, R.  

es 

I

In the past, when 

wild meat was still the prevalent diet among hunters and herders. From soviet times som

additions, such as canned soup were popular. Although, these industrially produced food 

stuff brought to camp, plays a mall role in the diet of the people.  

 

T

produkty)  to the taiga reindeer herders camp from Chita city or Tungokochen village. 

Some products are brought in by heavy duty vehicles in November, when the soil freez

and the rivers are covered with ice, or in April when the rivers and soil are still frozen.  

Heavy vehicles are rented out in order to deliver groceries. All products are initially 
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stored in special wooden house called the baza.17  Later, the products are transported with 

pack-reindeer to winter or summer camps and left in a variety of wooden platforms called 

labaz (O. gula) or specially made open platforms (O. delken). In these platforms food and 

products can be left covered with larch or birch bark and canvas. Products also can be 

stored for cold periods on the ground in specially made corrals (O. kurekan). Onion and 

garlic is usually stored frozen, while potatoes are peeled before freezing. It is important to 

note that many older Orochen do not eat potatoes at all, while younger Orochen usually 

bring potatoes just to eat it from time to time. Bread is usually bought frozen from Chita 

city or Tungokochen village for winter.  

 

The table (no. 4) represents an amount of food imported from the village to taiga camp 

that is expected for 3-5 humans for a period of half a year. However, such an amount 

includes extra food for a much longer time in case of difficulties getting food in the 

spring.   

                                                 
17 So called baza was a building built in early 1980 as part of collective farm plan to bring better life 
conditions into taiga. There were built big double room wooden houses furnished with beds having bania 
(sauna) as well as diesel supplied electrical station. It was expected that reindeer herders would spend most 
of their time, especially free time as well as have a rest. As I was told by former reindeer herders, such baza 
played just as passing site for herders and it was mostly inhabited by drivers and other supporting farm 
personnel. As formerly, nowadays baza is a place for meeting point between village people and Orochen 
herders. Always visiting village people stay in one room of baza while another part of this building is used 
for storing food.  Again, today Orochen herders and hunters spend there just spare days.  
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Table (No. 4) Products for 3-5 people for life in reindeer herders camp: 
Products Quantity Expected period 

Flour 1000 kg 6months 

Macaroni 120kg 6months 

Sugar 150kg 6months 

Salt 500kg18 6months 

Rice 100kg 6months 

Tea 120 packs (100gr each) 6months 

Cooking Oil 48 bottles (1liter each) 6months 

Butter 10-20kg 6months 

Fat 10kg 6months 

Candy 12kg 6months 

Dry Soup 50p- 90gr 6months 

Dry Milk 10kg 6months 

Spring wheat 50kg 6months 

Onion 5kg 6months 

Garlic 5kg 6months 

Potatoes 50kg 6months 

Soda 4kg 12months 

Dry yeast 0,5kg 12months 

Cabbage 10kg 6months 

Borsch, Solianka 24 cans (500gr each) 6months 

Spices some 6months 

Ketchup, mustard some 6months 

 

 

This table (No.5) represents imported products that were purchased for my 3 months 

winter life stay in herders’ camp:  
Garlic-10kg Flour-100kg 

Bread- 100 Onions-10kg 

Sugar-20kg Cabbage-20kg 

Makaroni-20kg Fat-5kg 

Rice-10kg Spices 

Tea-10  Ketchup or Mustard 5 bottles (500gr each) 

                                                 
18 Extra salt is used to feed reindeer as well as make salted sites (O. taloi, R. solianka) that are used to 
attract hunted wild hoofed animals.  
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Salt-2kg Conserved vegetables for soup- 10 (500gr each) 

Soda-2, yest-10 Vegetable oil-10 liters 

Dry soup-30 packs (150gr each) Margarine-5kg 

 
 
This table (No. 6) represents imported food that is taken for different hunting trips: 
Products for 3 persons -1 week hunt 

Potatoes- 5-10kg 

Bread- 20 (700gr each) 

Sugar- 3kg 

Noodle -3kg 

Rice- 2kg 

Tea- 3packs (100gr each) 

Salt-1kg 

Meat for a first two days19

 

 

Conclusions 

As I tried to show in my report, Orochens have elaborate ways if using of animals. 

Different parts of animals can be used for food, medicine as well as to earn cash.  In this 

report, my main observation is that ungulate meat is by for the major aspects of the 

Orochen diet. There are many ways for meat to be prepared for consumption: it can be 

eaten raw, boiled, cooked next to a fire as well as dried or smoked. However, Orochen say 

that it is best to boil meat. They also like fat meat best. Birds, small animals, as well as 

fish are mostly caught during critical periods of shortage to vary the meat diet.  

 

Other groceries imported to the taiga camps, such as frozen and canned vegetables, rice 

and macaroni play a minor role in Orochen everyday diet. They serve as addition to meat 

dish. Because of the collapsed collective farm system, villages Orochen have become 

more dependant on wild meat. However, I suspect that pattern of meat preparation have 
                                                 
19 Orochen hunters have a habit to hunt without extra food also relates to the broader understanding of 
hunting luck “kutu”. Hence, by an empty stomach hunter shows that he lacks food and he is waiting for 
spirits to give him a chance to kill an animal.  
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been sustained over a long period of both pre-Soviet and post-Soviet periods in taiga, 

while preparation of food in villages recently has become quite similar to that of the taiga.  

 

To sum up, the Orochen diet is shaped by local food consumption patterns as well as 

seasonality and ritual beliefs.  The value of meat is not constant but also shifts in different 

seasons. Depending on the year and their success in hunting, Orochens can adopt different 

strategies and evaluations of what is not edible. The use of some animals for food, such as 

domesticated reindeer or bear can have strong cosmological implications that influence 

patterns of consumption as well as discarding leftovers. Orochen leave some disposals 

that can be interpreted in the future from the point of archeology, such sites includes bone 

piles left near roots (O. nelge), bones left on platform about 200 meters form camp, bones 

left on bushes or trees. Orochen patterns of waste disposing might leave distinctive 

deposition for future archeologists. In this report, I focused upon the discard patterns 

around tree roots (O. nelge) or on speed storage platforms located about 200m from the 

main camp.  
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